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I am not sure when the school decided to evacuate from Mitcham but it was during the latter months of the year,
probably September/early October 1940.
I cannot recall anything of the journey but late one afternoon we arrived at a Church Hall at an unknown destination.
Local stewards came to take us to temporary accommodation for the night. My group were billeted in a large house on
the seafront with a lovely view of a steep sided island out at sea. This we came to know was Steepholm with its sister,
Flatholm, a few miles away in the Bristol Channel. We had arrived at Weston Super Mare.
The following morning eleven of us, all boys, were taken to our billet.
This was a small three bedroom terraced house. Downstairs there was a front room, a middle room, and a kitchen at the
back, with the toilet behind.
It was located in a narrow service road behind the High Street shops.
Our Foster Parents had the use of two adjacent houses, one of which they occupied together with two older evacuees,
Ken and Bert from Barking Abbey School.
All 13 evacuees had the use of the front room in this house. This was our living room for meals and recreational
purposes.
The ground floor of the other house was used for a newspaper distribution business, Lola; the ‘maid of all work’
occupied the smallest bedroom. We had the use of the other two bedrooms, which were furnished with two double
beds and one single bed for eleven children.
One older boy had the custody of his two young brothers aged five and seven and not unreasonably claimed one double
bed. This left just one double bed, and one single bed, for the remaining eight evacuees. We slept five to a double bed
and three to a single bed.
There was no bath available to us in either house. We were obliged to use the Public Slipper Bath at the end of the
Promenade.
We rarely saw our Foster Mother who was a very large person. The one occasion I do recall seeing her was when I was
asked to visit her in the middle room, the only time I was allowed in there. She then asked me if I would go to the
butchers for some stewing steak, as Lola was indisposed.
Upon my return I was offered a sweet from a huge box of chocolates. It did not occur to me until later that the
chocolates were probably obtained with our sweet ration, which we never saw.
I cannot recall having any conversation with my Foster Father. He would sometimes come into the house dressed in a
collarless shirt together with a dark jacket and trousers, the legs of which were tied up with string at the ankle.
Lola was the person who did all the housework, the cleaning, and served our meals.
At teatime each person’s plate would have his allotted share of butter/margarine and jam.
We used to cycle about 1½ miles to the Grammar School at Uphill. It was a modern school, one half for the girls, and the
other for the boys, with a central Administration Block.
It was now used not only by the local children, but also by others from Barking Abbey and Mitcham County Schools.
Needless to say our education was very limited.
We had the use of one half of the school in the morning only from a Monday to Wednesday and again on Friday
morning. Thursday morning we did supervised homework at a Church Hall.
It was not really practicable to use the house for homework with 12 others also using the room for various activities and
Lola wishing to lay the table, clear the table, cleaning etc. The only alternative was the Library, which I used from time to
time.
We were all exhorted to help the war effort in one-way or another. I joined the Air Training Corps and decided that if
ever I had to join the Forces I wanted nothing to do with the Morse Code. A valuable lesson learned.
Like a lot of other evacuees I had my bicycle at Weston and used it regularly to go on local trips to Cheddar, Wells etc.
Always remembering to take my Gas Mask, of course.
One Easter, I organised a party of four, to cycle home for the Easter holiday. We met at the traffic lights on the Locking
Road at 6 am and despite a headwind we arrived in Marlborough about lunchtime. For the latter part of the journey we
took it in turns to be the leading pair. We finally reached home in Carshalton, Surrey at 9 pm, after a 150 miles cycle ride
in the one day, very tired, but triumphant.
One day, three weeks later I cycled back to Weston Super Mare.

My pocket money at this time was two shillings (10p) a week which did not go very far towards the purchase of
necessities like Postage stamps, toothpaste, hair cream and writing materials. I decided it was about time that I did a
newspaper delivery round for my Foster father for the sum of five shillings (25p) a week.
This entailed getting up at 6.30a.m. when the papers arrived, in order to complete the paper round and be ready for
breakfast at 8.am before cycling to school.
One June night I was awakened by the sound of very low flying aircraft, which may have just taken off from the nearby
Locking Airport. Almost immediately the Air Raid Siren was sounded. We hurriedly dressed and went into the surface Air
Raid Shelter almost adjacent to the house. We were soon joined by a number of other people, who also thought that the
aircraft we heard, were Beaufighters from Locking.
It was not long before we heard some bombs whistling down but they were not accompanied by the loud thud or
explosion we had heard at home during the ‘Blitz’ It transpired it was an incendiary raid.
Some hours later, when we were allowed to leave the Shelter, the little service road was full of fire engines and ancillary
equipment. Hoses were everywhere. It was then that I noticed that Marks and Spencers on the other side of the service
road opposite our house had been completely destroyed.
We were very lucky.
Later that morning I cycled to school to commence our School Certificate examinations.
Unfortunately the school had received a direct hit by a bomb, which had destroyed part of the building including one set
of exam papers.
We were locked in the hall whilst the local children went into the classrooms to commence the examination. We were
then dismissed with instruction to return at a particular time.
When we returned the examination had finished, all the papers examined and whilst we were again locked in the hall
the other children were then dismissed.
We then entered the classroom and commenced the examination with the same examination papers.
I subsequently learned that I did not do very well in that exam and pondered whether our receipt of only 40% of
schooling had something to do with it.
Further schooling at Weston was obviously out of the question and we all returned home.
Later I re-sat the examination at Mitcham and passed the School Certificate.
Extract from BBC Peoples War
https://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/93/a5935593.shtml
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When we were evacuated on 3rd October 1940 I had been at school for only three or four weeks. My GCSE (Now
“O”levels) were taken in 1945 in school. In 1944 they had been taken sitting in the school air raid shelters using drawing
boards as desks.
At Weston we were a co-ed school with Mitcham Girls’ School.
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At the time we were all billeted at 12 Marine Drive and the photo was taken near Madeira Cove. When we arrived from
Mitcham in October 1940 Alan and I, each with a young sister, were the last of our group of evacuees to be collected
from 'Glass' Hotel by a taxi that called at various houses to find us a billet. No one wanted both boys and girls until we
were taken in, after nine o'clock on a wet night, out of pity by Mrs Black, 55 Walliscote Road. She did not want boys but
it took two weeks for Alan and I to find other accommodation. My sister stayed with Mrs B for all our time at Weston.
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